How do I make video and audio accessible in PLE?

Video, audio, and multimedia require captioning and transcripts, in order to be fully accessible to students who use screen readers or other assistive technology for disabilities.

Please contact CLT, if you need to add or update the captions/transcripts in your course's PLE videos. CLT has a comprehensive production process for ensuring videos are accessible, and for coordinating SRT files (SubRip Transcripts).

- Contact CLT

Embedded YouTube Videos:

YouTube's automatic captioning has very poor accuracy that does not meet accessibility standards. You will need to correct or add captions for your course's YouTube videos:

- Captioning YouTube Videos (NCDAE)
- Add your own subtitles & closed captions (YouTube Help)
- Improve Accessibility: Correct YouTube Auto-Captions (UM Duluth)

If the YouTube video is published or authored by someone else, you may request that they add captioning, for ADA-compliance.

For any assistance with generating or requesting transcripts/captions, again, please contact CLT.
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